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ABSTRACT 
The present invention relates to a corn thresher comprising at least one feeder mounted on a 
platform, and having an opened top for receiving a load of corn. It is also consist of a cylinder, 
which is being electrically actuated to push a corn from one end of the feeder to its opposite end 
horizontally through a passage way within the feeder. A magnetic sensor coupled to each of the 
cylinder for controlling its movement on the platform. At least one cutter, each configured at the 
opposite end of each feeder for threshing the corn's seeds from its stem. In this context, filtering 
- - 
- is -located -below- the-cutter-for separating the-corn seWs-and -th2-stem.-dCOfIeCto7 diSp0S-d - - - 
under the filtering means for collecting the corn seeds; wherein the cylinder is configured to 
continuously push another corn from the one end of the feeder when the threshed corn leaves 
the cutter. Overall, this invention can reduce the human effort and increase the productivity in 
the corn food processing industries. 
Field of Research: Nectrical and mechanical automatic corn threshing device, corn-based 
food processing industry 
............................................................................................................................... 
I. INTRODUCTION 
A corn threshing device or corn thresher is usually applied to separate the corn seeds or corn 
grains from its central stem for use in various corn-based or food processing industries. There 
are many types of corn threshers available in the existing technologies, and they are usually 
made of various different materials and designed with different specifications in order to meet 
the requirements of the manufacturers from the relevant industries. Generally, most of the 
commercially available corn threshers can be used for threshing a wide variety of corns 
including fresh corns, sweet corns or frozen corns. However, productivity of different corn 
threshing systems as well as the quality of the corn seeds or grains produced may be greatly 
varied among different corn threshers. 
En, Qu (2005) has disclosed a three-spiral roller driving threshing machine for fresh corns. This 
machine applies the mechanism of the three spiral rollers which are uniformly distributed on the 
same circumference of a cylinder casing. The spiral roller is having a belt pulley, a rubber lining 
core provided with a spike harrows, and an elastic cutting tool. The spike harrows penetrate 
through a corn seed layer to prick into an ear core body, and the ear core body and the three 
spiral rollers are rotated together and are moved in an axial way. The elastic cutting tool 
arranged on the radial direction of the casing causes corn seeds to be cut down in the 






